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Abstract
The process of automatic evaluation of a structured C++ program has the first and foremost requirement of specifying
the developed structural C++ program in a standard, generalized and unified format. This generalized and standard
representation of the program needs to incorporate the specification in terms of semantics as per the language features
used and also the contextual binding in regards of the program definition as perceived and desired by the subject expert.
Hence an inter - lingua which can represent the semantic and contextual knowledge of the developed structured C++
program will be the first and foremost requirement towards the process of automated assessment and grading of a
structured C++ program.The work presented here is published for patent at Patent Office Branch, Mumbai, India with
the reference number E-12/215/2021/MUM and application number 202121000796
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Evaluating a C++ program automatically is complex due to affecting parameters of approach towards the solution, rich
language features for use, implementation order of components of the given program and contextual relevance. Hence a
generalized intermediate specification of the source code of the program is highly required which can represent the
program irrespective of the mentioned affecting parameters.

II.

MOTIVATION

Each C++ program can be implemented in various ways as per the requirement of the components in that program. The
order in which the required components exist in the program can differ in the possible versions of the program. Also,
the use of the applicable language feature and the choice of the perfectly applicable language feature from the possible
options also affects the evaluation and achievable grades. Further the component should be identified in terms of the
context of use. Assessing all the components of a C++ program on all such parameters is easily done by expert
evaluators due to their experience. Such rich knowledge of experts, regarding program understanding in terms of
evaluation, if represented in a generalized way can work as a stepping stone towards automated evaluation.

III.

CHALLENGES IN INTER – LINGUA

Formulating a generalized inter - lingua for a structured C++ program is hurdled by quite a number of parameters as
mentioned in the below list:
- Total number of components in each program can vary as per different implementations from different studenti.e., a
student can accomplish working with name of an entity using single variable while other student can achieve the
same using different variables for parts of the name like first name, middle name and last name
- The order of implementation of the components can vary i.e., some students may code member variables followed by
methods using these member variables. Other students may have different sectioning of variables and then coded
methods.
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- Each implemented component has a possible of variation affected by the usage of language specific feature. For
-

-

example, some students may achieve fetching count using normal member functions while other students can
approach the same using inline/static functions
The coding standard in the structured component affects the parsing process and hence the process of generalization
of specification of inter - lingua. i.e., some student may like declaring all variables of same data type on a single line
while other students may declare each variable on a different line
Identifying the portion of the program required to skip from the inter - lingua. e.g., comments from the program
The contextual use of a component in the program is the most crucial challenge to formulate the inter - lingua as it
depends on the way the developer perceives the program definition. i.e., a student may name the function returning
count as count itself while other students may label the same function with the name of total, still both represent the
same context
Number of components in a particular C++ program can vary and hence scalability is desired i.e., a student may
achieve initialization of member variables using a single constructor while another student may have achieved the
same using different versions of constructors

IV.

DEVELOPED INTER – LINGUA

The inter - lingua formulated and presented here represents the structural components of a student’s version of C++
program as per the teacher specification. The inter - lingua successfully incorporates the specification of components
mentioned in the below list:
- Scope: representing the scope of each variable and function coded in the program. i.e., global or member scope with
possibility of nested scope
- Specific language feature: use of C++ language specific feature like static functions, inline functions, const functions,
declaration of member variables outside classes, friend functions, etc. There also exists the possibility of variation
depending on the version of language used
- Context binding: this refers to the use of a program component as per the context of the definition. i.e., a student may
refer the total number of students using the variable count while another student may refer the same using a variable
name total.
- Features specific to main type used: this refers to detailed specification of the language feature used for proper
applicability. For example, a student may code age of an entity using int data type while another student may code
the same using unsigned int
The format of the inter - lingua developed and formulated in a generalized manner is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1. Inter - lingua components
The inter - lingua specified in figure 1 has been successfully tested for various features of C++ like symbolic constants
and macros, global variables, scope-based variables, variables as struct and class members, variables as enumeration
members, global function signatures and scope-based function signatures like functions as members of classes.
Specifically in case of functions, the inter - lingua will also be incorporating the specification of function type i.e., static
or friend, return type, each parameter specification and the special function type if applicable e.g., constant function as
it occurs at the end of a function signature. The inter - lingua is generated and stored as comment alongside each
executable statement of the component to be evaluated from the source code of the desired C++ program. Hence the pre
- amble is used to differentiate the inter - lingua from other source code comments.
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V.

ADVANTAGES

The developed and formulated inter - lingua works as a core mechanism for the automated process of assessment of
structured C++ programs. Only due to the presence of inter - lingua, any implemented version of the structured C++
program can be specified in a generalized and standard way as per the specification provided by the subject expert or
the teacher. The inter - lingua actually mimics the way the subject expert uses his knowledge to understand a structured
program. Thus, the inter - lingua is the knowledge representation in terms of the program definition, the structural
requirement and the applicable language features i.e., C++ language features. This generalized Inter - lingua further is
also a standard and common representation of knowledge irrespective of the vast possible implementation variations of
the same structured C++ program definition. And storing inter - lingua is stored as comments alongside the source code
of the program provides clear indication to the automated assessment process in selection the statements of the program
that are required to be evaluated.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The developed and formalized inter - lingua successfully achieves the solution helpful for addressing the challenges
faced in automated assessment of structured C++ program. The formalized inter - lingua is capable of capturing the
scope, the specific component implemented, the contextual binding of the implemented component and also the
language specific feature implemented for all the developed components of the desired program definition. Also, the
inter - lingua is scalable as it is generated for all structural components from the developed version of the program as
per the specification from the subject expert or teacher. Also, the generalized format of the inter - lingua can be
extended for program languages other than C++ also.
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